
FLAVOR BURST™ FB80
ITEM No.

Model options:
qFB80 FLAVOR BURST - SOFT SERVE 

Standard equipment:
8x Flavor Burst™ SOFT SERVE syrups (assorted flavours)
1x Replacment tune up kit
12 Months parts & labour warranty

Optional extras:
qFB121 cart with castors 
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Soft Serve Flavouring System, Eight Flavour

Features:

The FlavorBurst™ FB80 system is a revolutionary add-on for most
Taylor Soft Serve Machines that allows you to dispense eight flavours
in addition to the base vanilla. The system works by injecting
concentrated flavouring on to the frozen points of the soft serve as its 
dispensed creating a unique, highly desirable product.

wSingle Head System - Attaches to most Taylor Soft Serve Freezers
and works with a wide range of neutral base mixes.

wEight Flavour Cabinet - The FB80 conveniently maintains up to eight
flavours within the system.

wGear Driven Injection - The injection assembly is gear driven
improving reliability and maximises power transfer to the blending
head.

wCustom Microprocessor - The unit has extensive functionality
including flavour calibration for both flow and taste, or the ability to
combine different flavours together within the system.

wCustom Keypad - The keypad serves as the primary operating station
for flavour selections, maintenance functions and system warnings.

wTwist-On Bag Connectors - The bag-in-a-box system is easy to use
and quick to change.

wPeristaltic Syrup Pumps - Each flavour has its own dedicated
peristaltic pump providing reliable operation.

wClean-In-Place - The FB80 stainless steel surfaces and a built in
rinse function which makes the unit quick and simple to clean.

wSanitiser Tank - The FB80 has an external sanitiser tank for flushing
the system and rinsing the blending head.

Taylor UK (a division of HTG Trading Ltd)

106 Claydon Business Park, Gt. Blakenham,
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP6 0NL, United Kingdom
0800 838 896 - sales@taylor-company.co.uk
www.taylor-company.co.uk
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SA 2650 STANDARD 6

FLAVOR BURST FB80 SINGLE PHASE

External dimensions (WxDxH) 241 x 617 x 800 mm

Net weight (machine only) 46 Kg

Wall clearance* (sides/back) 0mm / 150 mm

Voltage 230v / 50Hz / 1Ph

Circuit breaker/fuse 5 amp

Isolator socket 13 amp (1P+N+E)


